
 

 

 

Turtles Radio Networks International (Pvt) Ltd firmly advises you to register as a subscriber only after 

reading and understanding the terms and conditions stipulated here. Therefore, once registered as a 

subscriber in www.trn.lk web site, you are in agreement to abide by all the conditions. However, the 

company reserves the right to amend or change any condition without prior notice as and when 

necessary for the benefit of both parties, the Company and the Subscriber. 

 

 

Subscriber Registration 

Any person above 16+ years of age could log into the www.trn.lk web site and register as a 

Subscriber free of charge and activate your account by purchasing an Air Time Package. The 

registration is valid for 30 days until the subscription gets activated by purchasing Air time tokens, if 

not the registration will be cancelled automatically. 

However, the registered subscriber is eligible to receive the benefits of the growing team if he she 

able to get activated within the first 30 days.  

 

The active subscribers are eligible to receive all the benefits under Pay Radio marketing plan. 

 

Air Token price is starting from LKR 12000/= and subscribers can purchase any amount for tokens 

from minimum entry value of LKR 2400/= onwards (0.2 Air Time Tokens). 

 

Once the payment done in the purpose of purchasing air time tokens, the new subscriber should 

send the clear picture of the payment proof to company and company will verify the payment and 

activate the air time tokens. This process may complete within maximum of 48 hours. 

 

All registered subscribers receive an ID card which can be used as a loyalty card under the brand of 

CH17 (PVT) LTD. 

 

The loyalty scheme is a joint venture of Pay radio and CH17. The digital card can be downloaded 

from DIVOC app which is available on Google Play Store and App Store. The printed cards will post to 

the relevant addresses within 3 months of initial activation.  

 

All the purchased Air Time Tokens are re sellable using the provided mechanisms (without referrals) 

from Turtles Radio Networks International (PVT) Ltd and company may not lead any refund policy. 



All purchased Air time tokens are valid only for one year and subscribers could select one of benefits 

claiming options available as below in the time of activation.  

 

 

 Monthly 

 Quarterly 

 Semesterly  

 Annually 

 

Pay Radio ranks 

 

All the active subscribers could achieve Pay Radio ranks by completing the eligible criteria. 

 

RANK PERSONAL TRN TEAM TRN 

SW Shortwave Executive 05 25 

MW Mediumwave Executive 25 100 

FM Frequent Medium Executive 50 1000 

UH Ultra High Executive 100 10000 

SH Super High Executive 200 100000 

DIRECTOR   

 

Furthermore, the subscribers are eligible to receive following benefits according to the 

performances and commitments of all subscribers. 

 Advertising on radio 

 Listener community development 

 Promotional achievements  

 Profit sharing’s 

 Air time reselling 

 By achieving performance-based ranks 

 

 



General Conditions 

1. All subscribers are advised to responsible use of social media for promotional and awareness 

building programs. If failed to do so company may take legal actions against those.  

2. Providing and declaring false information about Turtles Radio Networks International and its 

business ventures and whatsoever false information towards the company may result in 

legal actions. 

3. Subscribers are free to contact company or authorized managements to clarify issues on 

usual working hours. 

4. You are required to participate skills development and knowledge sharing programs 

conducted by the Company through zoom meetings and physical gatherings, to ensure the 

sustainable growth of its partners. Continuous failure to participate important programs 

may leads to terminate the renew of purchasing Air Time Tokens.  

5. Due to an unavoidable circumstance, if the company is compelled to terminate this Business 

opportunity, then the member will get the difference between the amount he/she paid at 

the beginning for purchasing the Air Time Tokens and the amount he/she received at the 

time of closure. The payment period will be determined by the company. 

6. During the period of membership, if the member expires, the amount due to him/her could 

be requested by a beneficiary who had been assigned by the member before or his/her close 

relative proved through an affidavit. However, the final decision in this regard lies with the 

company. 

7. The Turtles Radio Networks International (Pvt) Ltd. strongly advises to the members to not 

to engage in this business by stopping his/her present employment of earning opportunity. 

However, if any person does that, in case of any member being suspended or terminated by 

the company, the company will not be held responsible for economical loss of his/her 

earnings. 

8. In case, if either party violates the rules and conditions mentioned in this, then the other 

party has the right and ability to take legal. action against the other. It will enable both 

parties to compensate for the damage 

Due to unavoidable circumstances presented by government laws and conditions presented during 

crisis situations, internet service provider interruptions and technical impacting to radio network and 

its web-based operations, and other form of operations may result in delaying of payments though 

Turtles Radio Networks International (Pvt) Ltd. assures that all pending payments during these 

periods will be settled during the time periods stipulated by the company accordingly. Payment will 

be agreed upon by both parties. 

 


